SOCIAL STUDIES — GENERAL

ELECTRICITY

Circuits (cont.)

Circuits (p1)  Circuits (p2)  Combination circuit

Flashlight circuit  Parallel Circuit – simple  Series Circuit - simple

Circuits - open and closed  Open circuit
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ENERGY

Engines

Electric motor (p1)  Electric motor (p2)  Faraday’s electric motor

Hybrid Car

Fuel

Fuel pump, car (p1)  Fuel pump, car (p2)
ENERGY

Light

Fluorescent light source

Light Spectrum

Power Source

Battery

Simple Battery

Alkaline dry cell

Zinc-Carbon battery

Dry Cell & Wet Cell

Zebra Battery (p1)

Zebra Battery (p2)
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FLAGS

Flag of Japan

Flag of New Zealand

Flag of U.S.A.

Flag of Canada

Flag of China

Flag of France

GEOGRAPHY

Climatology

Hurricane Gilbert path (p1)

Hurricane Gilbert path (p2)

Hurricane Gilbert path (p3)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Hurricane Gilbert path (p4)  Upper atmospheric winds (p1)  Upper atmospheric winds (p2)

Cross-section of a hurricane (p1)  Cross-section of a hurricane (p2)  Cross-section of a hurricane (p3)

Cross-section of a hurricane (p4)  Cyclones & Anticyclones (p1)  Cyclones & Anticyclones (p2)

Surface drifts and ocean currents (p1)  Surface drifts and ocean currents (p2)  Surface drifts and ocean currents (p3)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Schematic arrangement of winds & pressure belts (p1)

Schematic arrangement of winds & pressure belts (p2)

Theoretical global wind system

Mid-latitude cyclone (p1)

Mid-latitude cyclone (p2)

Mid-latitude cyclone (p3)

Mid-latitude cyclone (p4)

Mid-latitude cyclone (p5)

Water—changes of state

Biome Temperatures

Climate Zones of BC (p1)

Climate Zones of BC (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Thermal Equator on the Earth’s wind systems (p1)

Thermal Equator on the Earth’s wind systems (2)

Thermal Equator on the Earth’s wind systems (p3)

Tornado frequencies in North America (p1)

Tornado frequencies in North America (p2)

Tornado frequencies in North America (p3)

Tornado--cross-section (p1)

Tornado--cross-section (p2)

Tornado--cross-section (p3)

Wind chill index (p1)

Wind chill index (p2)

Wind chill index (p3)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Weather map—legend (p1)  Weather map—legend (p2)  Weather map—legend (p3)

Weather map—legend (p4)  Weather map—legend (p5)  Weather map—legend (p6)

Weather map—legend (p7)  Weather map—legend (p8)  Weather map—legend (p9)

Weather map—legend (p10)  Tropical Cyclones (p1)  Tropical Cyclones (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Cloud development in fronts (p1)

Cloud development in fronts (p2)

Cloud development in fronts (p3)

Frontal precipitation (p1)

Frontal precipitation (p2)

Frontal precipitation (p3)

Locations of Canadian weather stations (p1)

Locations of Canadian weather stations (p2)

Locations of Canadian weather stations (p3)

Coriolis Effect (p1)

Coriolis Effect (p2)

Mountains and precipitation
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

The Adiabatic lapse rate (p1)

The Adiabatic lapse rate (p2)

The Adiabatic lapse rate (p3)

Tornadoes—how they are formed (p1)

Tornadoes—how they are formed (p2)

Tornadoes—how they are formed (p3)

Orographic precipitation (p1)

Orographic precipitation (p2)

Orographic precipitation (p3)

Earth's Coriolis Effect (p1)

Earth's Coriolis Effect (p2)

BC coast, rain shadow
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Fort Nelson, BC
Climatograph (p1)

Fort Nelson, BC
Climatograph (p2)

Global Wind Systems (p1)

Global Wind Systems (p2)

High Pressure System (p1)

High Pressure System (p2)

Hurricane Cross-section (p1)

Hurricane Cross-section (p2)

Hurricane Cross-section (p3)

Sea Breezes &
Land Breezes (p1)

Sea Breezes &
Land Breezes (p2)

Sea Breezes &
Land Breezes (p3)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Low Pressure System (p1)

Low Pressure System (p2)

North American Air Masses (p1)

North American Air Masses (p2)

Polar Jet Stream (p1)

Polar Jet Stream (p2)

Prevailing Wind Patterns (p1)

Prevailing Wind Patterns (p2)

Prevailing Winds (p1)

Prevailing Winds (p2)

Sea Breezes (p1)

Sea Breezes (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

World temperature zones (p1)  World temperature zones (p2)  World temperature zones (p3)

World temperature zones (p4)  World temperature zones (p5)  World temperature zones (p6)

World temperature zones (p7)  Extreme environments of Earth (p1)  Extreme environments of Earth (p2)

Breezes  Earth's prevailing wind patterns (p1)  Earth's prevailing wind patterns (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Climatology (cont.)

Tornadoes (p1)  Tornadoes (p2)  Tornadoes (p3)

Weather Fronts (p1)  Weather Fronts (p2)  Weather Fronts (p3)

Wind Patterns (p1)  Wind Patterns (p2)  World Wind Patterns (p1)

World Wind Patterns (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Glaciers

Continental ice sheets (p1)  Continental ice sheets (p2)  Continental ice sheets (p3)
Continental ice sheets (p4)  Continental ice sheets (p5)  Continental ice sheets (p6)
Glaciated landscapes (p1)  Glaciated landscapes (p2)  Glaciated landscapes (p3)
Glaciated landscapes (p4)  Glacial landscape features
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GEOGRAPHY

Glaciers (cont.)

The Glacier as a Cascading System (p1)

The Glacier as a Cascading System (p2)

The Glacier as a Cascading System (p3)

Glaciers of old (p1)

Glaciers of old (p2)

Greenland's continental glacier

Glacier
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GEOGRAPHY

Landforms

- Formation of Meanders & Oxbow lakes (p1)
- Formation of Meanders & Oxbow lakes (p2)
- Formation of Meanders & Oxbow lakes (p3)
- Formation of Meanders & Oxbow lakes (p4)
- Permafrost areas of the Northern Hemisphere (p1)
- Permafrost areas of the Northern Hemisphere (p2)
- Mountainous desert landforms (p1)
- Mountainous desert landforms (p2)
- Mountainous desert landforms (p3)
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GEOGRAPHY

Landforms (cont.)

Stream drainage patterns (p1)

Stream drainage patterns (p2)

Types of Landforms

River flood plain (p1)

River flood plain (p2)

River flood plain (p3)

The role of Meanders in flood plain formation (p1)

The role of Meanders in flood plain formation (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Mineral and Mines Resources - Metallurgy

Structure of metalloids

Underground Ore Mine

Natural Resources – water

Hydrologic cycle (p1)

Hydrologic cycle (p2)

Hydrologic cycle (p3)

Water cycle (p1)

Water cycle (p2)

Water System
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GEOGRAPHY

Natural Resources – water (cont.)

Artesian wells, Artesian springs and Aquifers (p1)

Groundwater flow (p1)

Artesian wells, Artesian springs and Aquifers (p2)

Groundwater flow (p2)

Artesian wells, Artesian springs and Aquifers (p3)

Groundwater flow (p3)

Groundwater flow (p4)

Water cycle map

Watersheds

Water movement through the ground
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GEOGRAPHY

Natural Vegetation

World vegetation
Biomes (p1)

World vegetation
Biomes (p2)

World vegetation
Biomes (p3)

World vegetation
Biomes (p4)

Biomes of Canada (p1)

Biomes of Canada (p2)

Ecoprovinces of BC (p1)

Ecoprovinces of BC (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY

Soil

The formation of patterned ground (p1)

The formation of patterned ground (p2)

GEOGRAPHY, HUMAN

General

Rural water & sewage facilities

Cross-section of a Euphrates Levee
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GEOGRAPHY, HUMAN

City planning

City forms (p1)  
City forms (p2)  
City forms (p3)

City forms (p4)  
City forms (p5)

Crime and criminals

Canada's Crime Rate – 1962-1997  
Youth criminal charges - 1993-1997 (p1)  
Youth criminal charges 1993-1997 (p2)
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GEOGRAPHY, HUMAN

Population

Population pyramids (p1)

Population pyramids (p2)

Population pyramids (p3)

Population pyramids (p4)

Population density

World urban population (p1)

World urban population (p2)

World map of birth rates 1997 (p1)

World map of birth rates 1997 (p2)

World map of birth rates 1997 (p3)
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GEOGRAPHY, MILITARY

Maps

Countries of N.A.T.O. & the Warsaw Pact (p1)

Countries of N.A.T.O. & the Warsaw Pact (p2)

Countries of N.A.T.O. & the Warsaw Pact (p3)

Countries of N.A.T.O. & the Warsaw Pact (p4)

Countries of N.A.T.O. & the Warsaw Pact (p5)

Evacuation of Allies at Dunkirk

Dunkirk evacuation—Allies

D-day (p1)

D-day (p2)

D-day (p3)

D-day (p4)

D-day (p5)